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Shouting the Qur’an: exuberance and playfulness in the
tah zzabt – collective recitation – in Morocco
Anis Fariji

CéSor, EHESS, Paris, France

ABSTRACT
Collective recitations of the Qur’an are a traditional cultural and
religious expression in Morocco that are praised and promoted by
religious authorities. Among tamazight-speaking (Berber)
populations of southern Morocco, a singular expression of this
tradition, the tah zzabt, attracts controversy and criticism. Whereas
conventional collective recitations of the Qur’an are relatively
static, and smooth, the tah zzabt is energetic and rough, as well as
loud, rising towards a perfectly synchronised crescendo. The high
volume of the tah zzabt is, in fact, an exuberant, collective
approach to declaiming the sacred text. Tah zzabt recitations are
driven by a spirit of competition, celebration, and playfulness, and
above all a desire to demonstrate flawless memorisation of the
Qur’an. This article describes and contextualises this vocal
practice, illustrating both its complexity and its ambivalence as a
religious phenomenon and exploring the correlation between its
aesthetic qualities and the anthropological factors that underlie it.
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Collective recitation of the Qur’an in Morocco

The Qur’an is the sacred core of Islam. No situation in the practice of Islam can claim sac-
redness without some presence of the Qur’an. Because it is believed to embody the Word
of God, it is endowed with a hierophanic value as the manifestation of Allah’s ‘voice’.
Indeed, because Allah is omnipresent and eternal, according to the dogma, the Qur’an
fulfils these same temporal and spatial functions within the community.

From a spatial point of view, the ritual of prayer ensures the regular presence of the
Qur’an, particularly during three of the five daily prayers – the dawn prayer (al-fagr),
bedtime prayer (al-maġrib), and evening prayer (al-ʿišā’), when the Imam recites selected
fragments aloud. In addition, a Moroccan tradition prescribes the collective recitation of
the entire Qur’an in every mosque in the country for an entire month at the rate of two
daily sessions during which one of the sixty sections or h izb – one sixtieth of the
Qur’an – is recited.1 The vocal profile is soberly recto tono (Fariji 2017), a single pitch
dominating the melodic profile. This practice ensures the uninterrupted deployment of
the totality of the Qur’an among all of the faithful in the country.
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From the point of view of the community’s long-term commitments, the Qur’an must
not be corrupted or go out of print over time. For this reason, the transmission of the
Qur’an has always been subject to rigorous attention. This strict attitude and the practice
of total memorisation of the Qur’an – considered the most reliable method of transmission
– are easier to understand in view of the scarcity of written editions for many centuries.
The oral form of the Qur’an is believed to be more reliable and thus more important
than its physical manifestation as a mush af (book) (Denny 1989: 6–7; Nelson 2001: 3–
4; Boisliveau 2013: 44) because it is conveyed from memory by word of mouth. Across
the centuries, Qur’anic schools have trained students to memorise the Qur’an through
endless individual and collective vocal repetition. These practices have persisted in
Morocco, which has long been known for excellence in memorisation of the Qur’an
(Toufiq et al. 2007: 2), using a recto tono vocal profile.

The omnipresence and atemporality of the Qur’an thus inspires two practices with
roots in Morocco in which collective recitation is central. Further, the two modes of the
Qur’an in the Muslim community complement each other. In order to achieve omnipre-
sence (in space), effective transmission must be ensured (in time) and, conversely, regular
collective recitation in the mosques supports memorisation. It is also understandable that
a significant proportion of Moroccan oulémas (religious scholars) have always defended
practices of collective recitation, praising its virtues in the ongoing dissemination of the
Qur’an among the faithful and its consolidation in memory (Hamitou 2006: 743–78),
i.e. because of the way in which recitation functions.

One specific practice in the southern Amazigh (Berber) region (the land of the
Chleuh 2) stands out amidst Moroccan collective recitations of the Qur’an, particularly
in the Sous region: the tah zzabt. It is literally distinct from other collective recitations
because it occurs near the end of an ordinary recitation of the h izb or a collective
memorisation session. This does not mean that the tah zzabt is not also recited to
mark other religious occasions or at private ceremonies (in exchange for financial com-
pensation). From a formal perspective, the tah zzabt preserves the principle of the recto
tono. Indeed, a neophyte would have difficulty perceiving significant differences
between the tah zzabt and other collective forms of recitation, except for its greater
volume and specific vocal emphasis.

Although these forms of recitation are similar, however, the tah zzabt draws criticism
despite the high status of ordinary collective recitations in Moroccan religious orthodoxy.
This article adopts an ethnomusicological and anthropological approach to attempt to
explain why recitation of the Qur’an through the tah zzabt generates such controversy.
My discussion is largely based on fieldwork conducted in the Sous region or Morocco
between 2017 and 2018, particularly during January 2018, in the madrasa3 of Tafraout
al-Mouloud (between Tiznit and Tafraout), and in March 2018 while participating in a
seasonal patronal celebration or moussem in Taʿllāt (between Agadir and Tafraout).

A doctrinal controversy

As in all oral traditions, undocumented by audio-recordings, it is difficult to follow the
historical traces of the tah zzabt with any precision. There are, however, numerous
written references to the practice. Among the nineteenth-century Muslim scholars who
wrote about and passed judgment on the practice were, for example, ʿabd al-H amīd
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al-Yaʿqūbī al-Illānī (1848–1899), quoted by the eminent Moroccan ouléma al-Mukhtār al-
Sūsī in his 20-volume encyclopedia of the religious scholars of southern Morocco, Al-
Maʿsūl (Sūsī (al-) 1961: 246). It is worth briefly citing al-Sūsī’s definition of the practice
of the tah zzabt:

The tah zzabt is understood as a manner of collectively reciting the Qur’an that is practiced by
talba during their diversions (muntazahāt) and the moussems where they assemble, consist-
ing of pushing their voices to their maximum power and length. The greatest scholars have
combatted this practice, but in vain. (ibid.)4

As in the last sentence of this definition, the tah zzabt is often the object of criticism in his-
torical narratives. Al-Sūsī suspected it of being an illicit act (h arām): ‘Because every scholar
continually proscribes it, the tah zzabt is undoubtedly illicit [h arām]’ (Sūsī (al-), s. d.: 35).
Another scholar from Sous (Ibn al-Arbī al-Huwārī) simply designates the practice as a sin
(maʿs iya) (cited by Hamitou 2006: 781).

In fact, three specific charges are levelled against the tah zzabt: corruption, ugliness, and
irreverence. Corruption, which seems to be the most delicate of these errors, is based on
allegations that the tah zzabt corrupts (tah rīf, lah n) the declamation of the Qur’an, and
thus the Word of Allah itself. It should be recalled that a specific, imperative set of
rules or ‘tagwīd’ applies to the Qur’an. The purpose of this body of rules is to preserve reci-
tation of the Qur’an from any declamatory corruption. Based on its rhythmed manner of
declamation, critics accuse the tah zzat of adding ‘superfluous’ (ziyāda) letters, thereby
assaulting the integrity of the Qur’an, according to the tagwīd. Syllables that should be
elongated are similarly found to be excessively exaggerated, to the extent that certain
words become unintelligible, in addition to being interrupted by staccato pauses. In a
letter rebuking (ta’nīb) tah zzabt practitioners, a Muslim scholar from Sous named
Muh ammad al-H anafī al-T ātī al-Sūsī listed a variety of effects caused by the recitation
of the tah zzabt that he considered declamatory corruption (cited in Hamitou 2006: 782).

Ugliness, the second charge against the tah zzabt, refers to its style of vocalisation, which
Ibn al-Arbi al-Huwārī argues ‘degrades the beauty of the Qur’an’ (tušawwīh gamāl al-
Qur’ān) (cited in Hamitou 2006: 780). Reciters of the tah zzabt have been called ‘crazy
people and witches’ (magānīn sāh irūn) (Baʿqīlī (al) 1943: 4) and accused of using ‘shep-
herds’ voices’ (aswāt al-ruʿāt) (Hamitou 2006: 781) that are harsh, scratchy, and unplea-
sant. Instead of reciting, it is said that they merely ‘shout’ (s iyāh ) (Sūsī (al-), s. d.: 36).

The third infraction, irreverence (talāʿub, ʿabat
5), claims that reciters lack reverence for

the Word of Allah and ‘play’ disrespectfully by crying during performances – (zaʿq, s iyāh )
(Sūsī (al-), s. d.: 36). The tah zzabt thus allegedly neglects tadabbur or khušūʿ (Hamitou
2006: 781), religious terms that refer to meditation on the meanings of texts.

Summarising these criticisms, ʿAbd-al-hādī Hamitou, an official expert regarding
Qur’anic recitations in Morocco, concluded that ‘the tah zzabt should be considered a
major, punishable act (aʿzam al-munkarāt) and should be banned and combatted’
(Hamitou 2006: 796).

Scholars and others who voice disapproval of the tah zzabt acknowledge the difficulty of
convincing practitioners to abandon, or at least refine, their approach. ‘The greatest scho-
lars have struggled against this practice, but in vain’, as al-Mukhtar el-Soussi observed long
ago (Sūsī (al-) 1961: 246). As a number of my consultants also acknowledged, the practice
may have experienced a decline due to several factors, including pressure from critics. It is
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far from vanishing from public view, however, as illustrated by the many officially-sanc-
tioned annual moussems that proudly celebrate tah zzabt. The largest Moroccan moussem
takes place in Taʿllāt, between Agadir and Tafraout, attracting as many as 80 groups of
tah zzabt reciters for traditional competitions that were performed at the time of my
fieldwork in 2018 for an estimated 60,0006 visitors.

Practitioners and supporters of the tah zzabt describe it as irresistible and as their most
prized activity. A sheikh from the Ighraysen madrasa claimed that ‘Even if we were ill, we
would enthusiastically participate in the tah zzabt because it is so emotionally gripping’.
Words that occur frequently when participants or fans describe the practice include
enthusiasm (h amās), gaiety (našāt), passion (hawā), ravishment (našwa) and companion-
ship (ta’annus).

Despite criticisms on religious grounds, the tah zzabt has historically also had ardent
defenders, such as al-Ah san al-Baʿqīlī, an ouléma and one of its few clerical supporters
who wrote a prolonged defence of the tah zzabt in 1943.7 A Sufi scholar born and educated
in the Sous region, Al-Baʿqīlī died at the age of 67 in 1948 after representing the Tijaniyya
brotherhood in Casablanca. His unpublished essay ‘Offering to the Reciters of the h izb’
(Ith āf al-qurrā’ al-mutah azzibīn) continues to this day to circulate as a manuscript or
photocopy among tah zzabt practitioners,8 who appreciate it as a strong defence for the
tah zzabt and a source of arguments to support it. Where its detractors see it as foolish
and excessive, al-Baʿqīlī described the tah zzabt as a demonstration of faith and a glorifica-
tion of Islam whose reciters ‘raise their voices in a passionate demonstration of the power
of recitation and stops [wuqūf]; in this way they promote the splendour of Islam as well as
the strength and tenacity of the faith’. His responses to critics include the following points:

. A collective act in Islam takes precedence in theory over an individual act, in this
instance in defence of the collective nature of the tah zzabt (Baʿqīlī (al) 1943: 23, 51);

. It is acceptable for non-Arabs – in this case the Chleuh – to recite the Qur’an to the best
of their ability according to their pronunciation (Baʿqīlī (al) 1943: 4, 25);

. It is always worthy to recite the Qur’an, even if it is done clumsily and without compre-
hension, rather than preventing it (Baʿqīlī (al) 1943: 7, 19, 25, 34).

Adding further positive attributes, al-Baʿqīlī observed that the tah zzabt was associated
with gaiety (našāt) (Baʿqīlī (al) 1943: 30) and joy ( farah ) (Baaqili 1943: 52). He even waxed
poetic in his praise when describing the exalted state of a group of tah zzabt reciters: ‘The
reciters plunge into the waves of the Qur’an, resurface, and then drown themselves in it
again, dissolving and blending themselves together’ (Baʿqīlī (al) 1943: 55).

In short, fans, defenders, and critics of the tah zzabt are all connected to each other by a
shared religious culture. Interestingly, it is not unusual for the same individual to both cri-
ticise and defend the practice according to context. This essay argues that the contradic-
tions surrounding tah zzabt reveal the complexity and ambivalence of the religious
phenomenon itself. It is also important to recall that the tah zzabt is experienced by its par-
ticipants as a devotional act and as the foundation of the sacred in Islam – the Qur’an.
However, some argue that the same devotional act inspires others to claim that it is
impious. In addressing this seeming paradox, I offer the following position: If restraint
and the duty to meditate demanded by the tah zzabt’s critics are requirements for an act
of devotion with respect to the Qur’an, the energy and vocal asperity of the tah zzabt, as
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well as the exaltation which it arouses, are of no less importance as part of religious experi-
ence. In this sense, such qualities cannot be reduced to carelessness or thoughtlessness. To
support this argument, this essay considers two central dimensions of the tah zzabt:
exuberance and playfulness. First, however, a bit of background about the organisation
of the tah zzabt.

Performance and vocal structure

The tah zzabt sometimes spontaneously erupts near the end of ordinary collective recita-
tion, as though from a sudden wave of enthusiasm. This essay, however, focuses on more
deliberate episodes performed in a variety of settings including private celebrations,
mourning rituals, and competitions, or merely for the pleasure of the reciters.

One obvious difference between the tah zzabt and ordinary collective recitation of the
Qur’an, particularly the h izb or ritual recitation, is the volume with which it is recited.
Indeed, tah zzabt reciters declaim the Qur’an at the top of their voices, generally limiting
the length of a recitation to a quarter or even an eighth of a h izb (a maximum of ten
minutes) due to the sheer physical effort required.

The tah zzabt is usually performed by groups of ten or fifteen memorisers of the Qur’an,
arranged on the ground in a circle either kneeling or cross-legged. Because they are gen-
erally students and former students of the same madrasa, they are often acquainted with
each other, and ‘outsiders’ with whom the group has not previously practiced (and whose
skills are therefore unknown) are often not permitted to participate. As one consultant
noted, ‘The better we know him, the more successful the recitation, and we also tire our-
selves less’. There are exceptions, however, and audience members of other origins are
sometimes allowed to join the groups. Still, unlike ordinary collective recitations,
groups are theoretically closed. (Figure 1).

The tah zzabt is recited recto tono and homophonically, in an initially rapid tempo. The
flow of phrases is steady, with almost no pauses or cesuras; the few drops in volume

Figure 1. Circular arrangement of the tah zzabt (al-S awābī madrasa – Taʿllāt 2018).
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coincide with extended syllables, in accordance with the rules of the tagwīd (madd).9 The
pitch ascends between one and four times per recitation, however, rising in steps of an
interval equivalent to about a tone. In tandem with these changes in pitch, the volume
also rises. Surprisingly however, and in contrast with the majority of oral traditions, as
the pitch rises and vocal intensity increases in the tah zzabt, the tempo – i.e. the syllabic
flow – diminishes. This means that the pace of the recitation gradually slows, while the
volume intensifies (see Figure 2). It is important to note that there is no trance effect in
the tah zzabt, which would require the tempo to accelerate (Rouget 1990: 169–76) and
which also would be difficult given the brevity of the performances (no longer than ten
minutes).10

Another characteristic specific to the tah zzabt is the staccato manner of declaiming the
text, which bisects long syllables such that its segments are the length of a short syllable.
The effect is to equalise the syllabic rhythm, creating a steady pulsation – only extended
syllables creating regular staccato effect, in some cases. This may be seen in the following
example (Figure 3), in which verse Q21,10411 is recited by representatives of the Ida w
Bouzya madrasa. It also demonstrates how ‘katabnā’ is segmented to become ‘katabna’a’,
and ‘zabūri’ segmented to become ‘zabu’uri’, etc.12:

Before performing, reciters choose a quarter of a h izb to recite, and they designate a
reciter as the leader. The leader, who is supposed to have a flawless memory of the
Qur’an and a clear voice that carries well, begins and sustains the form, providing structure
and stability for the duration of the recitation. The position of leader is perceived as
honorific and may be a person respected by the entire group, such as the imam of a
mosque in which the recitation is being held. The leader’s secondary function is to initiate
the holding of specific syllables that must be extended in the middle or at the end of the
phrases.13 He ‘carries’ (in the vernacular, hazz) these syllables, which allow the other
members to take breaths and avoid interrupting the syllabic flow, which can be perceived
as inappropriate ‘stops’ (waqf). The leader’s third function, which is not always strictly
associated with him, is changing pitch; it is possible for the leader to fulfil this role,
although other members may also initiate improvisational pitch changes.

In an initially discreet, even soft voice, the leader begins the recitation solo that pro-
nounces the ritual formula that banishes Satan (al-istiʿāda). At that point, or just before
it, he often glances quickly at his smartphone for a final look at the prayer fragment
that the group will recite. He then offers several initial words, still in the form of a solo,
before his fellow reciters simultaneously join his voice, opening the collective recitation
phase of the tah zzabt. The collective phase continues in a crescendo until the final,
closing formula of the recitation (sadqa Allah-u al-ʿaz īm). The volume and intensity

Figure 2. The slowing tempo of the tah zzabt (Oukhrīb madrasa – Taʿllāt 2018). (Software: Sonic
visualiser).
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abruptly drop to the softness of the beginning and, at a lower volume, the reciters recite
praise for the Prophet Muh ammad, and eventually duʿā’ (prayers) for several members
of the audience, often those who have made financial donations.

The following table summarises the primary characteristics of the tah zzabt during
ritual recitation of the h izb14:

Tah zzabt Ordinary Recitation of the h izb

Context Region in
Morocco

Tamazight-speaking southern region,
Sous

Everywhere

Circumstances Occasional (madrasa, moussem, private
ceremonies…)

Daily (ritual), twice per day

Location Various locations Mosque
Group of
reciters

Profile Talba, memorisers of the Qur’an Prayers in the mosque
Participants Closed Group Imam of the mosque and everyone
Roles Leader, responsible for layout and

changes in pitch
Leader (Imam)

Internal relations Familiarity, affinity, complicity Anonymous (generally)
Performance Disposition Face-to-face, in a circle, Freely positioned in the mosque

Support None (Qur’an memorised by heart) Mush af (possible)
Fragment recited 1/4 (or 1/8) of the h izb One h izb
Choice of
fragment

Free Following the sequence in the Qur’an

Duration ± 10 minutes ± 20 minutes
Realization Simultaneous Variable, in alternation
Movement Thrusting of the chest Static (generally)

Vocal Form Sonic Profile Recto tono Recto tono; sometimes a sober psalmody
near the end.

Pitch Relatively high Generally medium
Pitch pattern Ascending steps Steady (generally)
Texture Homophonic Heterophonic
Intensity High Average
Dynamics Crescendo Smooth (generally)
Prosody Long, bisected syllables (CV) Long, closed syllables (CV)
Flow Staccato Continuous
Variation in
tempo

Slowing down Accelerating or stable

Endings/stops Following the waqf of al-Habt ī15 Following the waqf of al-Habt ī
Style Exuberant, vigorous Sober, simple
Other effects Sporadic cries Virtually none

Figure 3. Jerky prosodic flow in the tah zzabt (madrasa Ida w Bouzya – Taʿllāt 2018).
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Memory and exuberance

The vocal exuberance of the tah zzabt is striking by comparison with ordinary collective
recitations of the Qur’an. It is performed in a highly nasal tone at top volume, and reciters
confirm that ‘you have to try as hard as you can in the tah zzabt’. Their voices sometimes
even crack during performances, although after years of memorising and chorally reciting
the Qur’an, they often possess strong, highly-trained voices. The performance may pose a
real threat to reciters’ voices, however, particularly when stepwise rises in pitch occur as
the tempo slows and phrases are prolonged, demanding masterful breath control and
immense physical effort.16 This effort and continuous physical involvement is evident
in the energetic thrusting of the chest, which is more vigorous than in other forms of
Qur’anic recitation. Reciters report that they cannot imagine remaining immobile
during the tah zzabt, because the thrusting motion helps to energise them. Volume is
further enhanced by the fact that the recitation is perfectly homophonic. When the
tah zzabt is performed in a closed location, such as the interior of a mosque, it is sometimes
possible to hear instances of the high-pitched harmonic of the fifth (see Figure 4).17

According to Bernard Lortat-Jacob, this harmonic of the fifth is an ‘immanent sign of
sonorous perfection’ (Lortat-Jacob 1990: 17).18

Figure 4. Reinforcement of the harmonics of the fifth (the 3rd) in the tah zzabt (Tafraout al-Mouloud
madrasa – 2017) (Q21,106).
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There is general agreement that tah zzabt is not for the faint of heart. The first qualifica-
tion is vocal aptitude – as one reciter stressed, ‘you’ve got to have breath’. An exemplary
memory of the Qur’an is a further requirement, because the tah zzabt reciters are obliged to
know the entire Qur’an by heart. The aspects of the tah zzabt that are criticised as excessive
can only be understood if one grasps the critical importance – and the enormous challenge
– of memorising the Qur’an. In fact, the most sought-after sign of perfection for a reciter of
the tah zzabt is their flawless knowledge of the Qur’an. As a pedagogical director of the
Tafraout al-Mouloud madrasa observed, ‘Those who carry (h āmil) the Qur’an feel
proud; they seek to ostentatiously manifest this pride by demonstrating their mastery
during the recitation’. Young students are initiated into the tah zzabt while learning the
Qur’an by heart, either by a teacher or by their fellow students in the dormitories of the
madrasa.

It important to emphasise that the most arduous aspect of religious instruction is learn-
ing to recite the Qur’an flawlessly. To do this, it is crucial to attain advanced levels of reli-
gious instruction. In Morocco, the tradition of memorising the Qur’an demands learning
not only the canonical vocalisation of the text (including the tagwīd), but also its specific
graphic representation (rasm), a learning process that takes from four to seven years, and
in some instances even longer. Students complete the programme only after they have per-
fectly mastered the oral and written Qur’an, during which it is their sole occupation. They
alternate exercises to learn the day’s Qur’an segment, which is written on a lūh (a tra-
ditional wooden plank), while also revising the preceding days’ segments. Practicing is
done alone and in groups. Specific group practice exercises are called ‘swār’ (lit. ‘suras’
– chapters of the Qur’an), in which a small number of students recite a recently learned
ah zāb (‘sections’) by heart. Even after completely mastering the Qur’an, memorisers reg-
ularly practice to maintain their skills and to prevent their memories from deteriorating or
weakening.

Clearly, meticulously memorising the entire Qur’an represents a vast mnemonic chal-
lenge, particularly given its length: a standard mush af approaches 600 pages in length. In
addition to its sheer scale, certain characteristics of the Qur’an further complicate mem-
orisation. First, it is organised in what has been described as a ‘kaleidoscopic’ way, to quote
Anna Gade (Gade 2004: 93), lacking a narrative thread that could facilitate memorisation.
In addition, reciters frequently mention further complications in the form of passages that
resemble each other. Strikingly similar passages or segments of the Qur’anic text are
referred to as ‘mutašābihāt’, similar [phrases] (Suyyūtī 2008: 642–4), or ‘immrwassen’
(‘resembling [phrases]’) in Tachlh iyt (the Amazigh or Berber language spoken in Sous),
or as ‘khwatāt’ ‘sister [phrases]’ in Darija (Moroccan Arabic).19 Mutašābihāt thus rep-
resent memory traps (Figure 7). Young memorisers explain memorising the first ah zāb
is not so difficult, but that their task becomes far more complex after they have reached
a higher number because of the increasing occurrence of similar phrases that can lead
an apprentice to confuse (‘khālt ’) them with each other, i.e. of being at one passage in
the text only to later realise that he has shifted to a different passage that contains a
similar phrase; the vernacular term for such errors is that ‘he was washed away by
another stream (wād)’. The risk of being the target of a caustic comment inspires real
fear in memorisers that is all the more obsessive because those who commit such
errors, and are ‘carried away’ by similarities between passages, can be openly mocked
and humiliated during collective recitations, particularly of the tah zzabt. On occasion,
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particularly during competitions (cf. infra), a reciter who has committed an error is
shunned by his comrades.20

The most effective way of avoiding these intrinsic problems in the Qur’anic text, such as
avoiding the similarities between mutašābihāt, is to engage in group learning in which
one’s memory is tested against one’s peers, which is precisely the purpose of the swār.
A teacher deliberately groups students with different levels of memorisation for the
swār in order to improve the skills of the less advanced through interaction with those
with better-established, more stable memories. Simultaneously reciting as a group also
helps sharpen attention and develop the memory. Experiments conducted among steel-
band musicians in Trinidad and Tobago by Aurélie Helmlinger demonstrated the mnemo-
nic effectiveness of simultaneous group practice (Helmlinger 2010). The tah zzabt also acts
as a form of exaggeration that encourages collective memorisation of the swār. Indeed, stu-
dents often engage in the tah zzabt in the midst of practicing swār, particularly when they
arrive at the final quarter of the h izb. Some students report appreciating its playful nature
as a form of vocal recreation near the end of daily study sessions. They also use the
tah zzabt to challenge their memories, as though to illustrate the power of their mnemonic
prowess even after a long day of studying. They consistently expressed the conviction that
engaging in the tah zzabt is a remedy whenever they encounter a particular problem learn-
ing a passage. Even arriving at that point, however, requires a relatively stable level of
memorisation: ‘You can’t recite the tah zzabt’, one student firmly asserted, ‘if you don’t
have a minimum of confidence in your own memory. You just can’t let go’.

The vocal structure of the tah zzabt supports the development of mnemonic skills
because it forces reciters to remain vigilant and alert. Reciting at the top of one’s voice
thus forces participants to remain fully engaged, because the steadily rising pitch continu-
ally demands increasing levels of attention. This is particularly true because the changes in
pitch are unrelated to the specific segment of text and can even occur in the middle of a
word, thus ‘cutting’ it into two vocal segments.21 Moreover, we can see that often the pitch
tends to bend, and more and more, level after level. Upward changes in pitch then come as
if to straighten it out.22

This staggered prosodic flow clearly places individual segments and sounds into relief
as much as possible, which clearly helps reciters (and memorisers) master them. Syllables
are therefore separated, which clearly helps reciters perceive them more effectively and
thus demonstrate their control of the text. The extended syllables, which contrast with
the regular pulsation of the phrase, confirm this tendency to distinguish every syllable,
all of which are in effect well marked. (Figure 5).

There is clearly nothing contradictory in the fact that the tempo drops as the volume
rises, because as the syllabic flow slows, the pressure to declaim, in unison and with
perfect precision, steadily increases.

The stakes behind these vocal emphases are amplified by the group. Each member must
perform to the best of his abilities, showing flawless mastery of the vocal effects and the
Qur’anic passages to his peers. Emulation inside the group explains the absolute homo-
phony of the tah zzabt, whose rigorous, forceful texture underscores the slightest error
and increases the pressure on every participant. As the memorisers become more experi-
enced, performances are noticeably smoother, because less-expert learners naturally tend
to have a less uniform and disciplined sound.23 The tah zzabt is thus an exercise in simul-
taneous, reciprocal monitoring that fuels emulation, even to the point of excess. One
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flaunts one’s memorisation of the Qur’an by vocally surpassing the others, which in turn
further contributes to an emphatic, enthusiastic performance and sonic profile.

The exuberance of the tah zzabt is thus a formal consequence of the imperative to
flawlessly memorise the Qur’an in order to preserve it. In addition to this immanent
factor, intrinsic to the reciters’ group dynamic, a further, faith-related dimension contrib-
utes to the playful exaltation and almost recreational quality of tah zzabt recitation.

The role of play in a community-centred affective experience

The tah zzabt forces reciters to remain in a state of alertness in which members are acutely
aware of each other. During some passages, they raise their index fingers to communicate
(See Figure 6). Reciters regularly look at each other when placing identical stress on a par-
ticular segment or syllable, as though to convey mutual approval. These emphasised pas-
sages become slightly acute vocal peaks or brief cries that correspond to particular
syllables, vernacularly labelled ‘ʿadd ʿal l-fatya’, literally ‘biting the letter’. The tah zzabt

Figure 5. Slope of the intonation in the tah zzabt (Ighraysen madrasa – Taʿllāt 2018).

Figure 6. Gestural signalling during the tah zzabt (Sidi Bourja madrasa – Taʿllāt 2018).
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is thus interspersed with brief, emphatic cries that contribute to the rough, dry texture of
the overall performance.

Cries erupt during passages in which the canonical stop (waqf) serves as a warning to
members, particularly of the approach of a final short, closed syllable24 (idnih, yuh yīkum,
l-’amr, rabbik, l-’ard , dālikum, etc.).25 The liner notes to the audio anthology ‘Les voix du
monde’ contains a similar remark about the tah zzabt, which it describes as containing
‘“cried” exclamations’ (Rovsing Olsen 1997: 133).26 Reciters explain that passages in
which cries occur during prosodic practice are critical, particularly the mutašābihāt,
because these utterances alert listeners to traps such as similarities or other potential
‘slips’. Analyses of audio-recordings reveal, however, that the correlation between cries
and critical passages in the Qur’an is not nearly as systematic as reciters suggest. Nonethe-
less, it is clear that cries often do coincide with such passages, as in the segment of the Hūd
sura recited by a group from the Sidi Bourja madrasa during the moussem in
Taʿllāt in 2018, a passage that is very similar to another passage in the Al-Mu’minūn
sura27 (Figure 7):

In fact, the first cries uttered in this passage clearly signal the approach of the first words
that break with the similarity between these two passages of Qur’an (‘qulnā hmil’ vs ‘fa-
sluk’), vocally signalling the contrast and alerting the reciters to a resemblance with
another verse. This supports the assumption that crying out in this segment conveys
awareness of related similarities to the entire group. It is important to note, however,
an absence of cries during other similar passages, including verse Q3,10, which students
of the Azdū madrasa recited without such utterances despite two mutašābihāt (Q3,116
and Q58,17).28

On the other hand, cries are uttered during passages without similar verses, such as
verse Q21,110, which was disrupted by cries during a student recitation at the Tafraout
al-Mouloud madrasa.29 Such cries appear, more or less systematically, to correspond to
the specific sounds, such as the letter ‘h’ at the end of a word (Allahu, ʿalayhi),30 the gram-
matical second- and third-person masculine plural endings (zaʿamtum, mitlihim),31 as
well as the hamza at the beginning of a work (innahum, id).

32

Cries can thus be observed during passages that require no specific precautions
relating to the text. Furthermore, I asked a group from the Tafraout al-Mouloud
madrasa to recite the same eighth of a h izb on two separate occasions, several days
apart, and found notable differences in the distribution of the cries. When I reported
these variations to the reciters, they claimed that it was entirely ‘normal’ that their
crying varies between performances because it reflects their ‘moods’ (al-h āla). It is
equally important that in most tah zzabt performances, the frequency of cries increases
as a recitation progresses, as if to echo the steadily rising intensity and volume. Erup-
tions of crying thus reveal a degree of independence between the text and the place-
ment of cries.
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Indeed, this ultimately suggests that the placement of cries is somewhat unpredictable
and often has little to do with the nature of the text. Instead, it suggests a form of playful-
ness, specific to the tah zzabt, without any particular practical explanation. In this regard,
Johan Huizing reflects on play that: ‘Not being ‘ordinary’ life [it] stands outside the
immediate satisfaction of wants and appetites, indeed it interrupts the appetitive
process’ (Huizinga 1980: 9). Significantly, however, practitioners of the tah zzabt do not
refer to this notion. Their detractors, however, refer to it negatively to accuse reciters of
‘trifling’ (ka-ylaʿbu, ka-yatfllāw) with the Qur’an.

Whether intentional or not, the openly unpredictable nature of the cries uttered
during tah zzabt is clearly indicative of a playful attitude – although the playful
aspect is not unrelated with learning the Qur’an, as Corinne Fortier observed in Maur-
itania: ‘the Qur’an is not immune to playful revisions by students that are unknown to
their teachers’ (Fortier 2003: 248). In this context, ‘game’ or ‘play’ are not interpreted in
a conventional sense, but as more spontaneous and diffuse, and often not acknowl-
edged as such. Roger Caillois called it paidia, namely a ‘way of playing’ that ‘intervenes
in every happy exuberance which effects an immediate and disordered agitation, an
impulsive and easy recreation, but readily carried to excess, whose impromptu and
unruly character remains its essential if not unique reason for being’ (Caillois 2001:
28). Significantly, learning self-control in collective memorisation of the Qur’an
(swār) creates a culture of emulation, in turn inspiring enthusiastic participation and
even competitiveness and, naturally, a degree of excess. Uttering cries during specific
passages is thus a trademark of the tah zzabt. The fact that it reaches heights of exuber-
ance suggests that it lifts participants out of their daily lives, creating a spectacle and an
‘impromptu and unruly’ virtual space, according to Caillois, that is ‘free and out of the
ordinary’ (Huizinga 1980: 13).

The immanent, spectacular nature of the tah zzabt interacts with a community dimen-
sion to further animate its effervescent auditory profile. The reciprocal monitoring by the
members of the tah zzabt group is, in effect, applied to the entire community and indeed to
the entire southern region of Morocco. Testing flawless memory of the entire Qur’an takes
place in other local groups representing regionalmadrasas in regular competitions that are
the specialty of various moussems and are closely linked to the tah zzabt. One reciter
reported that ‘If you want to see the real tah zzabt, you have to go to the moussems’: mous-
sems are arguably to daily life what the tah zzabt is to conventional collective recitations.
The exuberance and playful aspect of tah zzabt recitations expand to the scale of an
entire community.

The tah zzabt at the moussem

A Moroccan moussem is a seasonal festival, both a regional fair and a site of pilgrimage to
the sanctuary that honours a religious figure (Reysoo 1988: 21). According to Fenneke
Reysoo, approximately 700 moussems are held each year in Morocco that share a
number of distinctive features, including pilgrimage, sacrifice/procession, blessing,
justice (cessation of conflicts or truces), commerce, weddings and circumcisions, diver-
sion, and jousts (Reysoo 1988: 21). The annual moussem in Taʿllāt, a village situated
between Agadir and Tafraout, focuses specifically on the tah zzabt and has been held
annually since 1839 on the second Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday in March according
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to the North African agricultural calendar. Lalla Taʿllāt – Lady Taalat – is the patron saint
and focus of the pilgrimage to the moussem. Lady Taalat appears to have lived in the
second half of the eighteenth century and, according to legend, after leading an arduous
life, she left her fortune to the cause of memorisers of the Qur’an. A plaque near her mau-
soleum describes the moussem:

This is a Qur’anic moussem that differs from other moussems because of the influx of mem-
orizers of the Qur’an who come in groups representing tribes and madrasas throughout the
country. The moussem focuses on the recitation of the Qur’an in the specific Sous regional
style known as the ‘tah zzabt.’ A procession is also held during which the Yasīn sura is recited.

In the centre of the village, adjacent to the mausoleum, is located a large mosque and a
madrasa. A broad area covered in merchants’ tents for three days is set aside for a souk
in front of the mosque. Groups representing different madrasas surround this core of
the moussem, some inside buildings but most under tents. The organisers also provide
two categories of rented lodgings. In effect, the area is an ‘exhibition fair’ for themadrasas,
which welcome visitors and donors to their sites during the moussem, offering hospitality
such as a tah zzabt recitation accompanied by sugared tea and dried fruit.

By Thursday morning, the crowd swells to over 50,000 and creates a highly festive
atmosphere. Students from the madrasas wear new djellabas, many of them making no
attempt to conceal their delight upon being reunited, as others explore the souk, shopping
for clothing and gadgets, food, and religious books. Others dine in pop-up restaurants,
while children enjoy a small amusement fair near the margins of the moussem. But every-
where one goes, tah zzabt recitations resonate among the tents and the buildings that house
the madrasas.

The Taʿllāt moussem centres on two principal events – the procession, and a recitation
contest.33 The procession takes place on Thursday after the al-ʿasr (mid-afternoon)
prayer. Groups form a compact line, each reciting the Yasīn sura, either simultaneously
or taking turns while they march in the direction of the mausoleum. After they arrive
at the mausoleum, they enter and remain a moment to benefit from the saint’s baraka
(divine powers),34 before exiting through a second door to make way for others. In the
meantime, the mausoleum’s enclosure remains crowded with people, some trample
along a circular path to try to reach the tomb of the saint, while others sit in circles reciting
the same sura together, completely asynchronously, while accepting gifts of money. A
charged, cacophonous atmosphere – tumultuous and at times somewhat tense – presides
over this Qur’anic ‘offering’ to the saint (see Figure 8).35

The second key moment during the moussem consists of an all-night contest that is
entirely devoted to the tah zzabt and begins after the al-ʿišā’ (evening prayer) and con-
tinues through the al-fagr (dawn prayer), from 8:30pm to 6:00am (which I witnessed).
The contest takes place inside the mosque, where groups alternate reciting their
tah zzabt, overseen by the jury. The final contest takes place the following day, with a
single group winning first prize. I was told that over the past four years (since 2014),
the contest had been more orderly than in previous years, in part because of the introduc-
tion of microphones, which help make the officially performing group audible over other
activities inside the confines of the mosque. An organiser of the festival who is also a del-
egate from the Biougra religious council (near Agadir) informed me that prior to the intro-
duction of microphones, rival groups competed with each other and attempted to drown
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each other out. The application of strict criteria for the contest that require some level of
respect for the tagwīd, a comprehensible text and ‘seriousness’ (giddiyya) represented an
effort by the organisers to minimise the ‘undesirable aspects’ of the tah zzabt. As the organ-
iser admits, however, the resulting chaos nevertheless remains difficult to control: ‘They do
whatever they want’. There remains an atmosphere of competition between rival groups,
which perform the tah zzabt to the best of their ability (see Figure 9).

In effect, the Taʿllāt moussem represents the culmination of an annual cycle for the
region’s Qur’an memorisers. Indeed, in the anthropological sense, it is a true festival
that interrupts the daily routine and brings together a community – in this instance,
Qur’anic memorisers – so that it experiences itself as such (Caillois 1959: 61–2). ‘Experi-
ence’ should be understood here in two senses. The first, pragmatic, concerns self-reflec-
tion and is synonymous with ‘putting oneself to the test’, ‘testing oneself’, namely: to
ensure, by means of competition, that the sacred element which dominates the commu-
nity – the Qur’an, its memorisation and its vocalisation – remains unchanged. Indeed,
this annual contest enables the moussem to function as a means to monitor and oversee
the preservation of the Qur’an, inspiring Al-Sūsī to observe that moussems in which the
tah zzabt is practiced ‘have become like annual examinations for religious students in
our time’ (Sūsī (al-) 1961: 270).

But ‘experience’ must also be understood in the affective sense, namely: to feel, to per-
ceive oneself significantly and to ensure the permanence of the links that bind the com-
munity. Simply participating in this festive occasion together is a powerful affective
experience:

The very act of congregating is an exceptionally powerful stimulant. Once the individuals are
gathered together, a sort of electricity is generated from their closeness and quickly launches
them to an extraordinary height of exaltation. (Durkheim 1995: 217)

In addition to bringing the crowd together with reciters, the moussem pursues its own
internal rhythms as a religious holiday, generating a sense of collective belonging and

Figure 8. Procession during the moussem of Taʿllāt – 2018.
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affective interactions between everyone involved. This is what play can do by interrupting
the ordinary frameworks of relationships and their environments and implicating people
in ‘new’ relationships. Such play also tends to suspend the normative representations and
discourses of daily lives, consequently stimulating the body and affects. In La fête, le jeu et
le sacré, Jean-Jacques Wunenburger argues that:

Not causing variations in the substitutes for the things represented by words, but instead in
the actual objects themselves in their form and function; that is what play is. In this descent
into the very essence of things, consisting not of representing them, but of de-forming them
and their mode of simulating, to experience their full density and depth, psychism maintains
its effects not at the level of concepts but of images. In this way, play becomes the productive
activity of the imagination, which itself, as a self-regulating activity, guides the concrete
explorations of things by provoking a constant renewal of emotions and gestures that accom-
pany it. Play thereby becomes not an infantile and puerile conduit, but a way of encountering
things that in fact allows the transformation of their appearance by making us penetrate their
cores, and this actively thanks to a precise recreation of their being. Playing with the object is
to extract it from banality and unilaterality to render it equivocal and to inventory the work
of possibilities that it encloses. More than creating new relationships, play is communion,
which is to say, genuine participation in the manifestation of the qualities of objects,
rarely retained in their density and extension by their unique, and precisely selective, rep-
resentations. (Wunenburger 1977: 36)

What this quotation says about ‘objects’ also applies to relationships between individuals
in unusual configurations during play, in opening themselves to other possibilities and
relationships and thereby ‘discovering themselves’ in new ways.

More recently, Wunenburger has written that ‘play is […] to the body what the symbol
is to the mind’ (Wunenburger 2015: 30), which is related to the affective dimension of the
moussem in which competitive games function as an undeniable affective force. Groups
prepare for weeks in advance, and then on the Wednesday and Thursday of the
moussem can be heard ‘warming up’ in their individual spaces. Then, on the evening

Figure 9. The competitive atmosphere of the tah zzabt during the moussem of Taʿllāt – 2018.
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itself, they find themselves competing in front of the many faithful who gather around the
group taking its turn (See Figure 9).

Competition carries the moussem to its full social intensity. Competition is by
definition collective, and it constitutes a motivator for the madrasas and participating
tribes in the contest by uniting them around a single objective. Because of the
inherent tension generated by the competition: ‘Tension and uncertainty as to the
outcome increase enormously when the antithetical element becomes really agonistic
in the play of groups. The passion to win sometimes threatens to obliterate the levity
proper to a game’ (Huizinga 1980: 47). The tension, in the midst of a playful, com-
petitive environment, contributes to a generalised effervescence in which groups find
no relief and are driven to ever-greater enthusiasm and excess. The cries uttered
during the tah zzabt attain new heights, despite official efforts to temper them, becom-
ing an almost physical expression of exaltation and collective fervour, independently
of any of the constraints imposed by the Qur’anic texts. The energy of competition,
the agôn, combines with a tacit game – the paidia – in vocal emphasis and cries
between reciters in the individual groups.

But ‘the joy inextricably bound up with playing’, as Huizinga also wrote, ‘can turn not
only into tension, but into elation’ (1980: 21). The key word – našāt – used by the prac-
titioners to describe the tah zzabt evokes both the festive atmosphere in itself and their
enthusiasm – is revealing. Unsurprisingly, when tah zzabt groups perform for private
festive ceremonies (Hamitou 2006: 792), their exuberance expands as their remuneration
increases, further animating the festive atmosphere. Students from the Tafraout al-
Mouloud madrasa confided in me that when they wish ‘to party’ in their dormitories –
to enjoy themselves while they are revising – they spontaneously resort to the tah zzabt.
Finally, the tah zzabt can give rise to expressions of joy at being reunited that are easily
observable at the Taʿllāt moussem, where students from the Sidi Bourjamadrasa, immedi-
ately after their recitation had ended, expressed their immense pleasure in being together
again and joining in the recitation. In the words of one

It gives us great pleasure to find ourselves here at the moussem. You know, we spent several
years together in the madrasa. But after our studies ended, our lives separated us. We were
scattered by work, some to Casablanca, some to Agadir, and others to Essaouira. Getting
together every year at the moussem is a pure joy for us. Being reunited like this, like when
we were attending the madrasa, elevates this joy to its highest level.

This illustrates the emotional basis of the tah zzabt, whose public displays of exaltation and
flawless synchronicity are as much an expression as they are a catalyst. The cries that
punctuate their recitations can therefore be interpreted as expressions of joy and religious
rapture.

Conclusion

Two important principles underlie the vocal structure of the tah zzabt. The first flows from
the imperative to flawlessly memorise the Qur’an, encouraging energetic participation and
vocal exuberance to generate auditory power. The second emanates from a broader motiv-
ation to foster joy and a festive atmosphere in the community, encouraging playfulness in
the form of the cries that punctuate the recitations. While the first principle demands a
serious, meticulous approach, the second fuels a propensity to relaxation and emotional
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release. Although these two impulses may appear opposed, they are ultimately mutually
complementary. Exuberance encourages playfulness, or at least some forms of non-nor-
mative behaviour. And, while seriousness is needed to sustain the sacred nature of the
tah zzabt as an expression of the imperative, unshakable character of the Qur’an and the
necessity to memorise it, the recreational dimension is equally important because of its
affective role in the community and the unity that it promotes in the name of the Qur’an.

The community-centred, emotional character of the tah zzabt also explains its dura-
bility in the face of long-standing accusations that it violates religious norms. This also
explains why reciters and amateurs of this type of Qur’anic recitation appreciate its
unique vocal texture and dry, staccato rhythms, despite the fact that they can make the
text more difficult to decipher. Finally, the community-centred, emotional character of
the tah zzabt also helps explain the ambivalence of Moroccan religious and political
officials, who sometimes criticise the tah zzabt and pressure practitioners to obey the
‘norms’ (the source of the criteria used to judge the competition at the Taʿllāt
moussem). On the other hand, the same authorities also grant official approval to mous-
sems that celebrate the tah zzabt and attend them with their delegations. This may be
explained by the fact that Moroccan officials are fully conscious of the social significance
of religious forms, even those that do not perfectly adhere to religious conventions.

Notes

1. The Qur’an is divided into 60 approximately equal-sized ah zāb (singular: h izb) or sections.
2. ‘Chleuh ’ designates the Amazigh (Berber) population of southern Morocco, including the

Sous region.
3. Madrasa: An Islamic religious school.
4. In this context, ‘tālb’ (pl. ‘talba’) refers to students in madrasas and sometimes designates

those who are memorising the Qur’an. In Morocco, ‘moussem’ refers to a seasonal patronal
celebration that will be discussed later.

5. See a recent article in the Moroccan press regarding the tah zzabt entitled ‘Assez d’outrage au
Qur’an’ (Enough Outrage Against the Qur’an) (Raji, 2010).

6. This credible estimate was given to me orally. One press article estimated the crowd at the
Taʿllāt moussem as 70,000 (Mastari, 2016).

7. It is true that the word ‘tah zzabt’ is not mentioned in the text by al-Baʿqīlī. But the descrip-
tions of recitation of the Qur’an here applies to the practice, as confirmed by numerous sec-
ondary sources, including Hamitou.

8. I found it for sale at the moussem in Taʿllāt.
9. The madd (syllabic prolongation or extension) concerns the naturally long syllable (conso-

nant and long vowel: CV) that, in some cases (when it is followed by hamza), must be
extended.

10. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_09/.
11. The index of the Qur’anic text follows the interpretation according to Warš that has been

adopted in Morocco.
12. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_08/, Marker 2.
13. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_12/, Marker 1.
14. Example of recitation of the h izb: https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_

2017_020_004_05/.
15. Le waqf (canonical stops in the recitation of the Qur’an) in Morocco correspond to that

established by Muh ammad al-Habtī (16th century); the qirā’a (variant of recitation of
Qur’ān) used is otherwise that of Warš.

16. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_08/, Marker 1.
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https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_004_05/
https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_004_05/
https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_08/


17. According to my consultants, reciters are not very aware of this harmonic effect, despite pro-
ducing it.

18. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_01/, Marker 1.
19. See index of the mutašābihāt (Ben Abdallah Al-Saghir, 1997).
20. Al-Sūsī noted this type of humiliation during tah zzabt competitions (Sūsī (al-), n.d.: 36).
21. The word ‘adrī’ in: https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_

005_01/, Marker 2.
22. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_10/.
23. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_03/.
24. A short closed syllable consisting of a consonant, a short vowel, and a consonant (CvC).
25. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_09/, Markers: 1–7.
26. See also the album published by Philip D. Schuyler, which contains a recorded tah zzabt reci-

tation by talba from Imi n Tanout (High Atlas) (Schuyler, 1970).
27. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_12/, Marker 2.
28. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_13/, Marker 1.
29. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_01/, Marker 3.
30. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_06/, Marker 1.
31. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_05/, Marker 1.
32. https://archives.crem-cnrs.fr/archives/items/CNRSMH_I_2017_020_005_07/, Marker 1.
33. In recent years, competitions related to the Qur’an have met with some success on television,

although the phenomenon long pre-dates modern media. In the nineteenth century, the
Moroccan King al-H asan I initiated ‘a seasonal competition between memorizers of the
Qur’an, in such a way as to cause the most talented of them to emerge’ (Toufiq et al.,
2007: 3).

34. In North Africa, the baraka refers to a kind of beneficent divine power with which certain
individuals are endowed, particularly saints and their descendants (Geertz, 1968: 44–5).

35. Regarding the chaotic auditory aspects of the Qur’anic experience, see also the khatam al-
Qur’ān ceremony in Indonesia as described by Anne Rasmussen (Rasmussen, 2010: 82).
For general background regarding vocal heterogeneity and ‘polymusic’, see also (Léothaud
et al., 1997: 22; Rappoport, 1999).
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